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Sacagawea worksheets for kids

This free lesson plan for children to discover Sacagawea is packed with activities and evaluations that will help children learn about its necessary role on the Lewis &amp; Clark expedition and how it helped them succeed in crossing the Louisiana purchase and reaching the Pacific Ocean. Free download Sacagawea is one of the most famous women in
history. She joined a Expedition of the Corps of Discoveries headed by Lewis and Clark in May 1804 to September 1806. Not ready to purchase a subscription? Click to download the free sample version and download sampleSacagawea is one of the most famous women in history. She joined a Expedition of the Corps of Discoveries headed by Lewis and
Clark in May 1804 to September 1806. Sakjawa accompanied the group, showed them edible plants and helped them keep the peace. The American National Association of Women adopted it as a symbol of women's value and independence in the early 1900s. Check out the fact file below for more information about Sacagawea or, alternatively, you can
download our 27-page Sacagawea worksheet set to take advantage of the classroom or home environment. Key facts and InformationEarly LifeSacagawea was born into a tribe's agaidica (salmon eater) for shozon water near Salmon, Idaho, in Lemmy County in 1788. She grew up surrounded by the Rockies in the Salmon River region of what is now
Idaho.Sakajwa was the head of the Shuzon tribe. Sometimes they were called snake Indians by neighboring tribes and early American explorers. In 1880, when Sakjawa was 12, their tribe was attacked by a group of Hidetsa, a gun-wielding tribe that kidnapped several girls, including Sakjawa and held them captive. Sacagawea was taken as a slave to the
village of Hidatsa near today's Washburn, North Dakota.When Sacagawea was 13, she was sold to non-consensual marriage to Toussaint Charbonneau, a French-Canadian explorer and trader who lives in the village. Some historians believe Gervonno defeated Sakjawa through gambling. She soon became pregnant with their first child. The Delegation of
Lewis and Clark with the louisiana acquisition made in 1803 by President Thomas Jefferson, the United States acquired an area of land larger than French.In 1804, President Jefferson asked his private secretary Captain Merriweath Lewis to explore and map the new western part of North America. Lewis gathered equipment and supplies needed for the
expedition, and he asked his friend, Lieutenant William Clark, to help by hiring and training people to accompany them. Their team is called the Corps of Discoveries. Located near the Missouri River, 7.5 miles from the site of today's Washburn, North Dakota, they built Fort Mandan as their camp. The unit interviewed a number of men, including Charbonnoh,
to hire a guide who could interpret or speak the shozon language. Charwano was hired. Sakjawa could have talked shoshanna. Lewis and Clark knew they would need the help of the Shozon tribes in the main waters of Missouri.Lewis recorded that Sakjavia gave birth to her son on February 11, 1805, and his name was Jean-Baptiste Charbonn. Clark called
Sakjawa Janie while the boy was called Pompey. In April 1805, the expedition began and Sakjawa brought her baby, carrying him in a crib tied to her back. While traveling, one of their boats nearly capsized, Sacagawea was quick enough to keep items such as Lewis and Clark's vital documents and right-handers, navigation devices and medicines. The men
were impressed by her quick action and named the river after her. In August 1805, the Corps located the Shozon tribe, where they met with the local chief to trade horses to cross the Rockies. They brought in Sakjawa to translate for them and learned that the tribal commander, Kamawhite, was her brother. Cameahwait agreed to swap horses for the team
and even provided them with a guide that helped them through the Rockies.Their journey wasn't easy but Sacagawea helped find and cook camas roots to help them regain their strength. Her knowledge helped her identify roots and plants that were edible or medical. Her and her baby's presence also made the entire Corps seem less terrifying and more
endearing to the American natives the Corps encountered. When the Corps arrived here in the Columbia River on the Pacific coast, Sacagawea gave up her beaded belt, so Lewis and Clark could swap a fur coat for President Jefferson.The expedition finally arrived in the Pacific Ocean in November 1805. All members of the delegation voted on November 24
to build their winter fortress, they named it Port Kelsop. They stayed by the ocean and started their home again in March 1806.On a return trip, they approached the Rockies in July 1806. Sakjawa informed Clark that they would discover a gap in the mountains, now known as the Gibbons Pass. She also advised Clark to cross into the Yellowstone River, now
known as the Buzman Pass. Later, it was chosen as the ideal route for the Northern Pacific Railway crossing the inland division. It took them about six months to get home. At the end of the journey, Clark wrote to Chureveno expressing his appreciation for his friendship and affection for Sakjawa's son. He pointed to his intention to take the child and raise him
as his own child. Life after the Sakgawa and Ceerbono expeditions spent three years between the Hidatsa tribe after the expedition. They then accepted William Clark's invitation to settle in St. Louis, Missouri, in 1809.They entrusted him with the education of Jean-Baptiste Leclerk, who registered the youngster at a St. Louis Academy boarding school.
Sakjavia Girl Lizette, sometime after 1810.DeathNot much is known about Sacagawea's life after that. Some historians claim she died at the age of 25 from fever on December 20, 1812, in Port Manuel. Others claim that it was another wife of Charbono who died in Port Manuel.Others claim that Sacagawea lived for another seventy years and died on April 9,
1884.In 1925, Dr. Charles Eastman, a Dakota Sioux physician, was hired to locate Sacagawea's remains. Dr. Eastman interviewed various elderly people in the tribe and they talked about a woman named Puribou who mentioned a long journey in which she helped white men. He also found a woman named Tacodin who said Porivo was her grandmother.
According to them, Puribo returned to Lami Shoshanna in the Wind River Indian Reservation. There was a record that Porivo had a son named Basil. Puribow is suspected to have died on April 9, 1884. It was Eastman's conclusion that Porivo had a Sacagawea.A monument built in the Wyoming cemetery of Sacagawea 1963.In popular films, documentaries
and novels appeared Sacagawea.In 1902, American spurgeist Eva Emry Day wrote and published The Conquest: The True Story of Lewis and Clark, where she introduced Sakjawa as a model of female heroism and intelligence. In 1933, Grace Raymond Haberd published Sakjawa: Lewis and Clark's Guide and Interpreter to even greater success. Another
novel was published by Anna Lee Waldo in 1984 titled Sacajawea.Sacagawea and was featured on a night out in the museum's film series. The role of Sacagawea was played by Mizuo Peck.In 2002, Alex Rice played Sacagawea in lewis &amp; clark: The Great Journey West.In 2000, The Sacagawea Dollar Was Sunk, which plays Princess Shoshone who
was part of the expedition. Sacagawea Worksheets is a fantastic package that includes everything you need to know about Sacagawea across 27 in-depth pages. These are sacagawea ready-to-use worksheets that are perfect for teaching students about Sacagawea which is one of the most famous women in history. She joined a Expedition of the Corps of
Discoveries headed by Lewis and Clark in May 1804 to September 1806. Sakjawa accompanied the group, showed them edible plants and helped them keep the peace. The American National Association of Women adopted it as a symbol of women's value and independence in the early 1900s. A full list of worksheets included In the Shoshone
PrincessShoshone NationHeroism Facts The best choice Skagawa vs. PocauntsThur of EventsCorps' CrosswordFact or FictionLink/Quote this page If you refer to all content on this page on your website, please use the code below to quote this page as the original source. &lt;a href= amp;gt;Sacagawea Facts &amp; Worksheets: &lt;/a&gt; - KidsKonnect, 25,
2020Link will appear as Sacagawea Facts &amp; Worksheets: - KidsKonnect, February 25, 2020Use with each curriculum These worksheets are specifically designed for use with any international curriculum. You can use these worksheets as they are, or edit them using Google Slides to make them more specific to your student ability levels and curriculum
standards. To continue to enjoy our site, we ask that you err on your identity as a person. Thank you so much for your cooperation. Worksheets and teaching resources without preparation for native American history of women Lewis and Clark explore history with the famous female navigator Sacagawea. Sakjawa was an Indian woman who helped Lewis
and Clark find their way across the West, and her efforts helped Arahav grow. This worksheet is not only an introduction to U.S. history, it also works on reading comprehension! �See Best (10)� Vision Standards�Exceped to Collect�DecipationDecipationContent State StandardsTexas Vital Knowledge and Skills (TEKS)Virginia Standards of Learning
(SOL)BC Performance StandardsAlberta Curriculum (ACARA)The Victorian Curriculum (F-10) I'm only 16 years old when I travel around the country with my baby son tied back. I have a river, two lakes, and four mountain peaks named on the me. I'm on the U.S. Gold Dollar. I'm Sakjawa. With an introduction written in Sakjawa's own voice, this fascinating
biography takes students on one of the bravest journeys in American history — Lewis and Clark's expedition from St. Louis to the Pacific ocean from 1803 to 1806. Sacagawea's life story is intertwined with the young nation's history as President Thomas Jefferson commissions Meriwether Lewis and William Clark to explore the newly acquired Louisiana
purchase that stretches into the Pacific Ocean. Intext text features include a map, a timeline, an introduction to historical figures, and many side sofas, all of which enhance the chronological narrative of the book. Detailed illustrations help young readers visualize Sakjawa and other historical figures, as well as native American culture and the geography of the
journey. About author Grace Norwich has written many books for young readers on a variety of topics, including health, fashion and animals. She is the author of other biographies in the I Am series, including the life stories of Albert Einstein, Harriet Tubman and Helen Keller. She lives in Brooklyn, New York. Sakjawa, with her babies strapped in at her back,
drove 4,000 miles with the Lewis and Clark expedition, made history and became one of the most famous American women of all time. This heartbreaking biography provides an opportunity for students to learn about text features and information and how Information. Activities deal with students mapping, researching and writing about Lewis and Clark's
expedition and its intrepid translator, Sakjawa. Focus Genre: Biography Understanding Focus: Text Intext Information Features Language Focus: Vocabulary Content Concept Wheels Get Ready to Read Pre-Reading Activities Who Is Sacagawea? Get some Sacagawea dollar coins from a bank and have students go through and test them. It was explained
that Sakjawa's first gold coin was minted in 2000. The gait, or head, shows Sakjawa carrying Jean Baptiste, her infant son who was born at the start of Lewis and Clark's expedition journey. The opposite, or tail, originally showed a skyrocketing eagle circling 17 stars - one for each state in the Union during Lewis and Clark's expedition in 1804. Since 2009, the
reverse design has changed every year to honor Native American heritage. To show students pictures of Sacagawea coins, visit the United States Mint website. A knowledge network asked students to volunteer in what they already know about Sacagawea. Record their responses on the whiteboard or chart paper. Use their comments as the basis for
building a knowledge network about Sacagawea that grows in its connections when students read the book. Vocabulary content Vocabulary and Concept Wheels introduce students to the words below that are part of Sacagawea's story, as well as an important vocabulary in the content region. Use #1: Vocabulary cards and distributing copies to students.
Continent (p. 5) Continent (p. 14) Continent (p. 14) Terrain Route (p. 17) (p. 30) Delegation (p. 30) Translator (p. 42) Tex (p. 77) Ask students to write samples and the context of words each time they appear in the text. After they have read I Sacagawea, instruct students to use their notes to fill concept wheels for vocabulary words. Words to be able to
explain to students that each vocabulary word is an idea that describes a concept in history or geography. Show students how to use a concept wheel to create definitions for these vocabulary words. Fill in the example below together. Model how to use the concept wheel with the first vocabulary word, continent. 'Write the word in Quadrant A. Then
brainstorm examples of the word continent and how the word is used in the book [Sacagawea was on one of the most important trips ever made on this continent; North America.] written in three of these brainstorming items in quarters B, C, and D. Then the students will come up with a definition of the word based on their ideas. Encourage students to fill
concept wheels for the other vocabulary words and check their settings against a dictionary setting. While you read the book in a reading model project the first pages of the book on a tablet or screen and read them aloud to students. After reading the introduction written in Sakjawa's voice, ask To describe Sakjawa. Then you project the map on page 7, in
people you'll meet on pages 8-9 and on the timeline on pages 10-11. Discuss these text features and how they help define Sacagawea's life story. Independent reading If students are able to read I Sacagawea independently, help their reading rate by telling them to analyze the book for three to six reading sessions, depending on the amount of time students
have to read during each session. At the end of a segment, ask students to work with partners to ask questions to clarify the text and share comments. Big question: Critical thinking Ask students to think about this question while they read. Write the question on chart paper or on the board. Why is Sakjawa considered one of america's most famous women?
Understanding Focus features text information explain to students that I Sacagawea contains many types of text features. A text attribute differs from the main writing in the book. The text feature may make it easier to read the book or contain additional information that helps the reader better understand the subject. Examples of text features include
illustrations, maps, timelines, a sidebar, a glossary, and chapter headings. Use #2: Text attributes information to demonstrate how to identify a text attribute and its purpose. Project the resource to a whiteboard or slide copies for students and fill in the organizer for the introduction. Model: I can tell that introduction is a special text feature that is separated
from the main text. It was also written in Sakjawa's voice, while the rest of the book was written in the third person. What is the purpose of the introduction? I think the introduction gets readers interested in Sakjawa and helps us understand why it matters. What kind of information does that give? It gives an overview of important events in Sacagawea's life
and also gives us a sense of the kind of person she was – brave, reliable, and strong. Fill in the rest of #2 when they read. Discuss with them how they can sanitize text attribute information with the rest of the book. After reading questions to discuss leading students discussing these elements of a focal story. 1. Biography Why do you think so much is known
about Sacagawea's life during the Lewis and Clark expedition and so little is known about her afterwards? (Sample answers: Lewis and Clark kept detailed diaries and mentioned Sakjawa in them; no one would soften her history when she was no longer part of the expedition.) 2. Text features information how does the side text help you understand
sacagawea's story? For example, what did you learn from a friendly face on page 92? (Sample answer: From a friendly face I learned how sakjawa was as a sign of peace The expedition.) 3. Content words and concept wheels in the book, what is an example of the route? What is an example of the trajectory in your life? What is the definition of a route?
(Sample answers: Lewis and Clark's expedition took place on a route over the Rockies. we pass Washington, D.C. on our way to my grandmother's house. Sharing questions encouraged students to share their comments with a partner or small group. 1. Text myself what do you think the hardest thing about the journey was for Sacagawea? (The answers will
change.) 2. Text to the world Which other women do you know who have been trailblazers in American history and society? (The answers will change.) 3. Text to text What do you like the way the author told the story of Sacagawea? How was it different from other history books? (The answers will change.) A geography connections content area to go west



with Lewis and Clark has students test their boundary wisdom by interactively playing on the National Geographic Kids website. When they sign, students become part of the Lewis and Clark expedition and face important decisions to make about supplies, relations with Native American tribes and travel routes. American-born history $1 coins in 2009, USA.
Mint began its plan to honor Native American history and culture by issuing a Sacagawea dollar gold coin with a different back, or upside down side. A student guide to the U.S. Mint website to learn more about the program and how they can collect the coins. Change in dollar math Do you believe there are 294 ways to make a change for a dollar? How many
combinations can your students find? Give each group $2 half, 4 quarters, 10 cents, 20 cents and 100 pence. Set a time limit and challenge students to work together to create and record coin combinations using abbreviations such as 3 Q, 2 D, 1 N. In time, ask each group to count the number of combinations they recorded. Which team made up the most?
Did they use strategies such as recording combinations with a quarter, then two, and so on? What patterns do they see evolving? Art make students challenge Shoshone Tippy to create a model tipi- or real-sized like the ones Sacagawea grew up with the Shoshone tribe. There are various websites for making model tips, however, and older students will be
throes by the idea of making a life-size teepee. Taking out shelter provides a free template and instructions. Instructions.
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